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2023 Keystone Rv Sprinter 25ML $45
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Description 2023 Keystone RV Sprinter 25ML, Keystone Sprinter fifth wheel 25ML highlights:
Rear Kitchen Mid-Living Hinged Dinette Storage Residential Queen Bed Full
Reclining Theatre Seating Outside Fridge This mid-living and rear kitchen offer a
spacious main area to cook, dine, and relax while enjoying the 40" HD LED TV with
fireplace/heater below. The cook will love all the appliances including the counter
space and deep single-basin stainless steel industrial sink with high-rise stainless
steel faucet to keep all the dishes clean. If you plan to camp for long periods of
time then you will really having appreciate the 10 cu. ft. refrigerator. The full
reclining theatre seats will be a popular spot thanks to the massage function. And
you will appreciate the handy coat rack, and hinged storage access under the
booth seating. The double entry bathroom is super handy especially at night from
the front bedroom that offers a walk-around residential queen bed, a slide out
wardrobe and nightstands with outlets. With any Sprinter fifth wheel by Keystone
RV, you will have elements of a traditional RV lifestyle, Camping Made Easy
features, and more living space, storage and towing stability in this longest-
standing brand! The exterior includes a 100" wide-body frame with full width
outriggers, MaxTurn technology with Road Armor suspension, Hitch Vision, an
automotive-grade painted fiberglass front cap with KeyShield protection, plus the
Thermal package and a heated and enclosed underbelly with astro-foil insulation
for all-weather camping. There is a wireless remote control for slideouts, lights,
awning and more, Thomas Payne theatre seating with USB, lights and massage,
plus woven flooring that is highly durable marine-grade flooring for easy cleanup
after a fun trip. Make your selection today! 2-100AH DFE HEATED LITHIUM;
CAMPING MADE EASY PKG; COMFORT PKG; DISCOUNT; ELECTRIC 4 POINT
LEVELING SYSTEM; FIREPLACE; IN COMMAND LITE; PROMOTIONAL BATTERY
DISCOUNT; REFRIGERATOR-12V-10CF; RESIDENTIAL MATTRESS-60X80 QUEEN;
RVIA SEAL; SALES ALLOWANCE; SOLAR FLEX 200; STOCKING ALLOWANCE;
THEATER SEATING

Basic information Year: 2023
Stock Number: SF2312
VIN Number: 38297-SF2312
Condition: New
Length: 29
Sleeps: 4
Slideouts: 2

Item address , Las Cruces, New Mexico, United States
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